
Retail Sales Remain Strong Despite More 
Shoppers Staying Indoors

Consumer spending healthy in October. Core retail sales, which 
excludes gasoline and motor vehicles, rose 1.4 percent last month. 
Year over year, the increase was 14.9 percent as shoppers are 
flush with capital from pandemic-relief bills and the economic 
recovery that has pushed unemployment below 5 percent. Sales at 
gasoline stations are the most robust, growing nearly 47 percent 
over the past 12 months. A sharp rise in energy demand due to 
the return to offices in many areas globally is the primary catalyst 
for the rise in gas prices. Additionally, a 13 percent decline in U.S. 
crude oil production since prior to the health crisis has tightened 
supply.

Fear of COVID-19 does not deter consumers. Online spending 
climbed 4.0 percent last month as more people avoided crowds 
to prevent exposure to the delta variant. Additionally, inclement 
weather in some high-population areas also kept more people 
home, especially from restaurants where only vaccinated resi-
dents are allowed to dine indoors. Sales at restaurants and bars 
were flat in October compared with September. Nonetheless, 
the annual increase is 29.3 percent, second only to gas stations. 
Grocery stores, meanwhile, reported a 1.1 percent gain in the past 
month, evidence that more shoppers opted to stay home.

Brick-and-mortar retail fundamentals strong. In the third quar-
ter, retail vacancy dipped 20 basis points to 5.3 percent, indica-
tive that more shops are opening ahead of the holiday shopping 
season. The impact of the Paycheck Protection Program and 
other government stimulus solidified the industry through the 
challenging shutdowns, and the outlook has brightened on the 
back of strong retail spending and widespread vaccine distribu-
tion. Only 30 basis points above the pre-health crisis level, lower 
availability has helped increase asking rent 2.5 percent over the 
past 12 months to a mean $20.48 per square foot in the third quar-
ter. That increase is much lower than the inflation rate, though 
owners are gaining more negotiating leverage when signing new 
leases. 

Supply chain issues remain impediment to sales. Although the 
ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles have taken measures to 
increase the speed at which cargo ships move through the system, 
dozens of vessels remain anchored offshore and the average time 
to unload is still 17 days. Some of the goods that residents would 
like to purchase for the holidays will not make it to shelves or 
warehouses for online ordering before the end of the year. 

Inflation concerns escalate. The rise in prices are increasingly 
looking like they are less transitory and are unlikely to decrease 
even when the annual gain returns to historically normal levels. 
The producer price index climbed 8.6 percent over the past year, 
well above the consumer price index. A gap between the two 
foreshadows further inflationary pressure as expenses are pushed 
down to consumers. Additionally, the cost to ship a container to 
the U.S. has skyrocketed, applying more challenges for retailers. 
While higher prices could raise unadjusted sales in the short 
term, the acquisition of goods could decline.

Sources: IPA Research Services; Bureau of Labor Statistics; CoStar Group, Inc.; U.S. Census Bureau; 
U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Sales Restrained by Headwinds

Inflation Plays Role in Retail Sales
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46.8% Increase in Gasoline Sales 
Since October 202014.9% Gain in Core Retail Sales 
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